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Erindale Drive

centres master plans 2010-2012

Vision: a green corridor valued for its contribution to sustainable
transport, environmental performance and landscape experience.
Erindale drive master plan
KEY

TO CITY

Green Gateway
High quality open space marking entry to centres.
Includes planting, paths, seating, water management,
views, public art.
New Development Potential
Transit oriented development/ mixed use/ residential.

SEE ERINDALE CENTRE PLAN
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Green Corridor
- Existing road retained
- Adaptable dedicated public transport corridor
established (bus lanes)
- Rapid route stops, including Erindale Centre
interchange introduced (long term)
- Continuous storm water integration (WSUD)
- Continuous dual off-road cycle and pedestrian system
- Solar power
- Tree planting strategy
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Pedestrian links
Existing Residential Interface
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Principles

1. Quality transport spine
To provide enjoyable, comfortable, efficient and safe and transport options.

1. Continuity of movement
Provide continuous and connected paths (walk, cycle) and roads.

2. Quality environment
To visibly enhance environmental values and provide environmental services
along the corridor.

2. Continuity of environment
Provide a system of environmental services which contribute to the ecology,
hydrology and eco-aesthetic of the area.

3. Experience of place
To create a landscape which contributes to a distinct Tuggeranong Valley
‘sense of place’.

3. All land is productive
Use the land and infrastructure to create clean energy, clean water, food and
community space.

4. A productive space
To meet and exceed increased demands for clean transport, energy, food
and recreation space.

4. Choice of green transport modes
Provide a mix of transport options which are attractive, accessible, comfortable,
convenient.
5. Changes of use (process)
Ensure change is gradual and visible and involve community in process.
6. Changes of rhythm
Situate nodes, infrastructure and open spaces to create a sequence of
landscape spaces and repeated features
7. Connection to surroundings
Retain visual connections to landscape (west). Respond to
adjacent conditions. Create ‘gateways’.

Proposed Erindale Drive
Proposed Erindale Drive at the Erindale group centre (looking west)

8. Allowing for future change
Leave space for possible future
increased transport needs.

